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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

(3)01.The mayor declared a citywide _____ ahead of a storm that is expected to bring record rainfall this weekend.  

(1)concealment (2)predicate (3)emergency (4)faintness 

(2)02.The president criticized the media and said the constant talk of a coming war was creating _____ and hurting the 

country's economy.  

(1)companion (2)panic (3)bandage (4)essence 

(2)03.The recent series of unfortunate events made him feel _____ and lost all hope.  

(1)settled  (2)depressed (3)refined (4)triumphed 

(1)04.I can't _____ whether it was a rainy or snowy day when he last visited us. It was so many years ago.  

(1)recall (2)indulge (3)pamper (4)afford 

(2)05.We differ from our _____ in that we value our customers'trust as our most important asset, and that' s why we are 

able to stay ahead in the competition.  

(1)champions (2)rivals (3)editors (4)assistants 

(3)06.Please tell us your preferences and we will change the design _____.  

(1)relentlessly (2)intermittently (3)accordingly (4)variably 

(1)07.The decision was criticized as arbitrary and _____. It was not based on any convincing evidence and seemed to be 

the mere result of his bad mood.  

(1)capricious (2)judicious (3)arduous (4)strenuous 

(4)08.It is important to _____ good work ethic in the employees so as to increase productivity.  

(1)extricate (2)cascade  (3)plunge (4)inculcate 

(2)09.Due to recent cases of poisoning, sales of the product _____.  

(1)imprisoned (2)plummeted (3)corrupted (4)seared 

(4)10.What they did may have constituted a _____ of contract. We should consult our lawyers about what actions to take.  

(1)tenure (2)leakage (3)patron (4)breach 

(2)11.Don't allow yourself to be _____ by people around you. You should clearly know what you want and don't be 

afraid to stand up for yourself.  

(1)testified (2)manipulated (3)perpetrated (4)sustained 

(2)12.From record-breaking snow and relentless rain to astonishing extreme temperatures around the globe, it's been a  
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week of _____ weather.  

(1)trickling (2)unprecedented (3)instituted (4)discriminating  

(4)13.To avoid any damage to the screen, do not use any harsh cleanser because the screen is made of such _____ mate-

rial.  

(1)pungent (2)trimmed (3)dull (4)fragile  

(3)14.The machines broke down due to _____ maintenance.  

(1)coerced (2)distinctive (3)inadequate (4)exquisite 

(2)15.The horseshoe-shaped glass walkway, a popular _____ for tourists since it opened in 2007, is just outside Grand 

Canyon National Park.  

(1)repellent (2)destination (3)fragment (4)tantrum 

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

(4)16.I didn't enjoy _____ those papers and I was glad to be rid of them.  

(1)make (2)made (3)to make (4)making 

(2)17.Your shoes are worn out, but hers still _____ good.  

(1)looks (2)look (3)is looking  (4)has looked  

(1)18.Bob was a pioneer in the industry, and much of what he did _____ now the standard today.  

(1)is (2)are (3)am (4)will be 

(4)19.The water at the surface of the sea is warmer than _____ at greater depths.  

(1)it (2)they (3)what (4)that  

(3)20._____ from the top of the mountain, the beach is crowded with hotels and others high-rise buildings  

(1)See  (2)Seeing (3)Seen  (4)To see 

(2)21.How much money does a woman _____ on clothes in a year?  

(1)cost (2)spend (3)take (4)need  

(1)22.There are _____ guavas and other fruits in the frige. Please help yourself to some.  

(1)a few  (2)a little  (3)few (4)little 

(4)23.The man _____ Jane is speaking will become her husband two months later.  

(1)who  (2)whom  (3)to who  (4)to whom  

(3)24.The daily rate of sickness allowance is a sum equivalent to _____ of the employee's average daily wages.  

(1)four fifth (2)fourth five (3)fourfifths  (4)fourth fives 

(3)25.By no means _____ try to excuse himself from any offence caused by these comments.  

(1)he will  (2)he shall  (3)will he (4)shall he 

(4)26.Increased importance _____ on media and information literacy by both developed and developing countries.  

(1)places (2)placed  (3)is placing (4)is being placed  

(1)27.With all the food and company, this is _____ the happiest birthday I've ever had.  

(1)indeed (2)no much than (3)only but (4)rather than  

(3)28.The device, _____ more than 100 pounds, was placed on top of a tiny bamboo stick and moved around freely.  
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(1)can be weighed (2)which weighing (3)which can weigh (4)that is weighed 

(4)29.In a video recorded by a witness, a woman can be seen on the ground _____ her feet to fend off a large bull that 

had charged at her.  

(1)who using (2)to used (3)use (4)using 

(1)30.The company said it will instruct operators to conduct specific inspections, make any necessary repairs, and _____ 

their findings immediately.  

(1)report (2)reporting (3)reported (4)be reported 

 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

People have been cooking in clay pots for millennia, but in the western world, steel, aluminum, and iron pots and 

pans are dominant. Nevertheless, unglazed clay pots are making a comeback and seem to be very popular these days. 

Earthenware pots are beautiful to look at, unique, and relatively inexpensive. And because of clay's unique    31    , there 

are some unexpected benefits to cooking in unglazed clay pots.  

Clay is porous. This characteristic allows heat and moisture tocirculatethroughout the pot during cooking, resulting 

in a “slow, even, and delicate” dish. Some people say that clay pots give food a “taste of the earth.”   32   the food 

actually tastes like earth can be debated, but what you can't deny is the fact that food cooked in clay pots simply tastes 

better. The secret, perhaps,   33   how clayconductsheat. Unlike steel, aluminum, or iron, clay pots take a long time to 

absorb heat, but once the heat is absorbed, it is   34   just as slowly. This slow cooking allows flavors in the dish to build    

   35   , for spices to penetrate more deeply, and for tough pieces of meat to break down into succulent pieces. 

(3)31.(1)congestions  (2)incivilities  (3)properties (4)tendons  

(1)32.(1)Whether (2)Where (3)What  (4)Whatever  

(2)33.(1)turns out  (2)lies in  (3)results in  (4)comes about  

(4)34.(1)submerged (2)bent  (3)deviated  (4)released  

(2)35.(1)commonly (2)gradually  (3)intentionally (4)adversely  

第二篇： 

Although not the tallest mountain in Taiwan, Mt. Hehuan (合歡山) experiences the highest frequency of snow. Due 

to its geographical    36    , it accumulates the moisture rising from Liwu River, making snow possible whenever the     

 37    is low enough. The frequency and quantity of snow here along with the accessibility of Mt. Hehuan has made it a  

   38   winter destination to enjoy “the snow in southern country” scenery. Mt. Hehuan in the spring and summer 

shows    39    kind of beauty. According to Songxue Lodge (松雪樓) and Mt. Hehuan Visitor Center, visitors can 

wander outward to    40    its wonder around every corner.  

(4)36.(1)sensation  (2)appreciation  (3)interpretation (4)location  

(3)37.(1)humidity  (2)density  (3)temperature  (4)fissure  

(1)38.(1)popular  (2)usual  (3)secondary  (4)temporary  

(3)39.(1)the only  (2)each other  (3)another  (4)others  

(2)40.(1)face down  (2)look for  (3)dream up  (4)chase away  

 

四、閱讀測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

Getting your kids involved in golf at an early age could set them up for success in all aspects of life. Golf is a great 
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way to get the kids physically active in a safe environment. And the benefits go beyond physical fitness—it can benefit 

their mental and emotional development as well as help develop social and emotional skills that will last their whole 

lives.  

There are several important benefits of golf for kids' health and physical fitness. First of all, golf promotes overall 

physical fitness. Playing golf strengthens the spine and core muscles, and it can encourage children to try other sports 

and activities. The physical skills they learn in golf, such as hand-eye coordination, can carry over and help them suc-

ceed in other sports and develop lifelong healthy exercise habits. Second, golf is a low-intensity and non-contact sport. 

A low-intensity workout is great for kids as it won't over-burden their small, growing bodies. This low-impact activity 

still provides vital exercise that promotes overall health. Golf courses are safe, positive spaces, and the sport is gentle, 

with little chance of major injury. Unlike other popular kids'sports such as football and hockey, where there's a higher 

chance of tackling injuries, golf is a relatively safe sport for kids to play. Golf also cultivates a love of nature. The game 

gets kids outside, breathing in the fresh air and enjoying the sunshine. Most golf courses are carefully maintained and 

beautifully landscaped, allowing anyone who plays to enjoy the beauty of the trees and flowers on-site, as well as a wide 

variety of birds and other animals that live in and around the courses. Most importantly, playing golf benefits vision. 

One of the consequences of our modern era with computer screens, video games, and smartphones is that kids are devel-

oping nearsightedness at a higher rate. A natural way to combat this is with regular outdoor activity and to focus on ob-

jects farther away. Golf is a great way to accomplish both of these, helping this issue and preventing the development of 

nearsightedness in children.  

(3)41.What is the second paragraph mainly about?  

(1)Why playing golf helps children succeed in career 

(2)The physical and mental benefits of golf for children 

(3)How golf benefits children physically 

(4)Golf as a great way to improve children's vision  

(2)42.Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the passage as a benefit of golf playing for children?  

(1)Golf is safer than football or hockey. 

(2)Golf helps children know more successful people. 

(3)Golf promotes a loveof nature.  

(4)Golf can prevent nearsightedness in children. 

(4)43.What can be inferred from the passage?  

(1)Computers and smart phones can help children learn better in school. 

(2)Playing sports benefits children's health but not social skills. 

(3)Golf is a non-contact sport, so children will not get COVID playing golf. 

(4)Some golf-related skills can be useful in other sports as well. 

(1)44.According to the passage, which of the following is the best for children's health?  

(1)Spending time in nature and enjoying sunshine  (2)Planting trees and keeping birds as pets 

(3)Taking lessons on improving social skills (4)Becoming a member of a fancy beach club 

(3)45.Where can the passage most likely be found?  

(1)A newspaper editorial on raising competitive children in modern America  

(2)A research paper comparing the effects of golf and other sports on children's physical development 

(3)A brochure of a club that offers golf lessons for children 

(4)A textbook on sports and children's emotional well-being  
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第二篇： 

Orchids earned their name from the Greek word orchis, meaning testicle – a male sex organ in all animals. Their 

fleshy underground tubers were thought to resemble testicles, at least that's what Greek botanist Theophrastos thought at 

the time. The phalaenopsis orchids, commonly referred to as moth orchids, earned their name from mistaken identity. 

When Swedish Naturalist Peter Osbeck spied them in his field glasses while visiting Java in the mid-1750s, he thought 

they were a cluster of moths. Although they were not officially named for another 75 years, the common name moth or-

chid has endured.  

The ancient Greeks thought orchids were a symbol of virility. In fact, they were so convinced of the connection be-

tween orchids and fertility that they believe orchids with large tuberous roots symbolized a male child, while orchids 

with small tubers symbolized a female child.  

The Aztecs reportedly mixed the vanilla orchid with chocolate to create a tasty elixir that was thought to promote 

power and strength. Although the Victorians didn't use orchids as magical elixirs, they did collect and display them as a 

sign of luxury and a means to exhibit their refined taste.  

(2)46.What is the first paragraph mainly about?  

(1)Why ancient Greeks liked orchids (2)How orchids received their name 

(3)Where orchids were first found (4)When orchids were first named 

(4)47.What is the most likely reason that ancient Greeks associated orchids with fertility?  

(1)Their flowers looked like women's bodies.  

(2)They were first found on an island full of children. 

(3)Ancient Greeks needed to increase their male population. 

(4)Their underground roots looked like testicles. 

(1)48.Which of the following is true about orchids?  

(1)Orchids were named so because of their roots. 

(2)Orchids were first named by the Javanese. 

(3)Orchids are proven to help women become pregnant. 

(4)Different species of orchids represent different ethnic species. 

(2)49.What can be inferred from the passage?  

(1)The leaves of orchids can be made into medicine. 

(2)Moth orchids were officially named in the 1800s. 

(3)The Victorians liked to put orchids in their drinks. 

(4)Orchids are only good for display purposes. 

(3)50.Where in the passage does the author talk about the practical use of orchids?  

(1)The first sentence in the first paragraph  (2)The last sentence in the first paragraph  

(3)The first sentence in the third paragraph  (4)The second sentence in the second paragraph 


